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Motivation

This study is done in conjunction with Quantum Racing which is part of the Society of Physics
Students in the Department of Physics and Astronomy at Bowling Green State University. The kart
chassis model is based on the Quantum Racing kart and its typical racing setup as seen in figure 1.

Figure 1: The Quantum Racing kart driven by Jen Bradley in the 2006 Grand Prix of BGSU.
Under the specifications of the Grand Prix of BGSU, all of the karts have a relatively low power
to weight ratio. This evens out the field making it more competitive and exciting. These conditions
make the handling of the kart and the driver’s technique critical in a team’s chances for success.
Both of these fundamentals are directly linked to how the chassis is designed and how it performs
under different racing conditions. Thus it is the main intention of this study to begin to understand
and build a model of the chassis dynamics. Another interest of this study is to model the rear axle
and attempt to determine if axle flexure was responsible for the mechanical failure of the drive chain
system of the Quantum Racing kart in the 2006 Grand Prix of BGSU.
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2.1

The Finite Element Method
Introduction

Many physical systems can be modeled using differential or partial differential equations. As the
complexity of a system increases the number of equations, and the complexity of the coupling of
those equations, increases dramatically. This leads to a need for a numerical method to solve these
systems of equations. In general, the finite element method is a technique to transform a system of
differential equations into a system of algebraic equations that can be solved using traditional linear
algebra techniques.
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2.2

Formulation Overview

The formulation contained here is not meant to be a mathematically rigorous derivation. The finite
element method (FEM) is a powerful technique, but it is based on many complex mathematical
concepts. This is meant as an overview to familiarize the reader to the basic concepts behind the
method. There are also other derivations of this technique, the formulation presented here is based
on variational calculus. The first step is to form the weak formulation of the boundary valued
problem.
∇2 u = f
∂u = 0

(1)

With the problem defined above, u is the function being approximated, and f is the force or source
equation depending on the type of problem. It is here that the principles of variational calculus are
applied. Both sides of the differential equation are turned into functionals to be minimized [2]. This
is simply done by multiplying both sides by a test function v, and taking an integral over the domain,
Ω, of the problem.
Z
Z
2
∇ uvdτ =
f vdτ
(2)
Ω

Ω

From here the Green’s Principle is applied to modify the equation.
Z
Z
I
∂u
vds
∇u∇vdτ =
f vdτ +
Ω
Ω
∂Ω ∂n

(3)

The last term on the right hand side of this equation is a boundary condition. Depending upon
the problem, this boundary condition may disappear because of the original boundary conditions, or
a condition may be imposed on the test function to get rid of that term. Caution must be exercised
because some problems require that term so as to not lose information about the problem. This
form of the problem is known as the weak formulation of the problem. Up to this point the problem
has been generalized to any case or situation, but from this point on the formulation will be confined
to the problem of beam flexure in one dimension. The associated differential equation is
M (x)
EI
y(0) = y(l) = 0
y 00 (x) =

(4)

with y(x) being the deflection of the beam, M(x) being the bending moment, E is the Young’s
Modulus of the material, and I is the cross sectional moment of inertia of the particular beam in
study [1]. This leads to a weak formulation of the problem
Z
Z
M (x)
0
0
y (x)v (x)dx =
dx
(5)
EI
In this particular problem the test function can be forced to disappear on the boundaries, i.e.
have compact support (v(x) ∈ H01 ), and that removes the boundary term. Now the weak formulation
needs to be transformed into a matrix representation of a system of algebraic equations. The first
step is to apply the Lax-Milgram theorem and view the two sides of the equation as bounded linear
operators.
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a(u, v) = l(v)

(6)

It is within these operators that the test function is now defined. In simple well behaving problems
the test function, or sometimes referred to as a shape function at this point, can be a simple hat
function with the form shown in figure 2.2

These hat functions, φ(xi ), form a basis of the space that the approximation, uh is a part of.
This being so, the approximation can be expressed as a linear combination of those shape functions.
The coefficients of the linear equation will actually be the values that we are solving for, i.e. the
displacements at the nodes. Substituting these expressions into the operator equations gives
n
X

a(φi , φj )xi = l(φj )

(7)

i=0

It is this equation that can be expanded into a matrix equation, Ax = B, with the simple
equations
Z
A = aij = φ0j φ0i dx
Z
(8)
M (x)
φj dx
B = bj =
EI
A quick calculation of the values of the A matrix, also know as the stiffness matrix, shows that
the matrix is sparse with values of negative one or two on, or close to, the diagonal. Putting this all
together gives a algebraic system that can be solved using traditional linear algebra techniques.
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Chassis Dynamics
Introduction

As mentioned before, chassis dynamics is an integral part of understanding the performance of
a kart. Because karts do not have suspension systems, much of the handling characteristics are
dependent on the chassis. The chassis itself is designed to bend and flex under different conditions.
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Of main concern in this study is the weight transfer to different wheels in cornering, and the required
coefficient of friction. Two basic handling adjustments will also be explored. Due to the complexity
of the kart chassis, a commercially available program called VisualFEA was used for this analysis
[4].

3.2

Model Design and Simplifications

To form the model, the chassis of the Quantum Racing kart was mapped out using approximately
60 interaction points where two frame members joined. These interaction points would later become
the nodes for the FEA. Each of these interactions points it assumed to be a solid joint such as a
weld. The model used for this study is simplified from the actual kart for a variety of reasons. This
is a ’first generation’ model and so it serves as a starting point rather than a detailed study. Many
of the simplifications are thought to add second or third order effects. It is hoped that at a later
time these effects can be added into the model and more accurate results can be found.
The first simplification is that the chassis is modeled as a collection of straight tubular sections
joined at angles. The actual frame has several members that are in fact bent. It is also assumed
that the frame is for the most part homogeneous in diameter and wall thickness. In the model
there are five different material property groups assigned to major components differing in nature.
The different material property groups can be seen in figure 2. Making this simplification made it
unnecessary to make many more precise measurements of the frame, some of which are very difficult
and even impossible to make. A random sampling of frame member diameters showed that the
frame in general was homogeneous and this simplification was not unfounded.

Figure 2: The color coded frame according to material property assignments.
The second simplification is that the large masses on the kart are modeled as forces at the
respective center of mass (COM) instead of as extended objects. These COMs still interact with
the frame at the respective locations that the real masses do. The three pyramid type structures
and the single tube in the front are those simplifications. In addition there are many small masses,
such as bolts and mounting brackets, that are not included in this model. While these objects
play no structural role and do not constitute major mass on their own, the total mass of these
objects is approximately 100 pounds. Again, this simplification was made to avoid making large
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and complicated sets of precise measurements. A third simplification is that the steering geometry
in not included in the model. While the kart is turning through a corner the front end changes its
geometry to make the turn and create other effects. Again, including these geometry changes would
require large amounts of complicated measurements. Furthermore, it is unknown precisely how and
when the steering wheel is turned in a corner so including such actions in the model would at best
be an educated guess. The final simplification is that there are no tires and the axle and spindles are
pinned at the center of the tires. Tire and wheel dynamics is a project in its own right and was not
considered within this study. In the future making measurements of the tire properties may lead to
modeling the tires as springs

3.3

Analysis Process

Once the model is constructed inside the FE program, a series of tests can be performed. All of
the tests performed were static turns, meaning that it was like a snap shot of the kart at a moment
going through a turn. The individual turns were classified by their acceleration. This avoids having
to make specifications of the turn geometry and of the kart’s speed. To relate the model data to
actual data runs of the kart, a simple formula can be used to calculate the turns acceleration.
a=

v2
r

(10)

A range of turns from 0 to 1.5 g’s (g = 9.8m/s2 ) was explored. For each of these accelerations
an associated force was calculated for each of the four COM approximations. The program has a
built in function for applying an acceleration to the frame elements themselves. Once the problem
was solved by the program for a certain acceleration, the individual reaction forces at each of the
wheels was recorded in the X, Y, and Z direction.

3.4

Left Turn

It was arbitrarily chosen to study left hand turns in detail, with a less detailed look at right hand
turns in the next section. A main goal of these simulations was to see the weight transfer to the
outside wheels in a turn. These being left handed turns, the weight would be transferred to the
right side of the kart.
It can be seen in figure 3 that the weight is indeed transferred to the outside wheels in a well
defined linear manner. It is also relevant to note that the kart is balanced left to right while
stationary. At the top of the graph is the total weight of the kart model under the varying turns.
The mean total weight of the kart was 268.12 lbs with an average deviation of .02 lbs. While this
measurement is considerably less than the 367 lbs the Quantum Racing kart was weighted at (as
mentioned before), the consistency of the measurement shows the numerical stability of the program.
When the individual wheel weights are plotted in figure 4, a few interesting trends appear. The
most distinguishable feature is that the rear wheels transfer a lot more weight than the front wheels
do. This is because most of the ’vertical mass’ is located in the rear. Vertical mass refers to mass
that lies significantly above the plane of the frame and is the main contributor to weight shift.
One of the more interesting features on this graph is that the inside rear wheel ( the left rear)
has a “negative” weight on it in the higher acceleration turns. This indicates that the inside rear
wheel is lifting off the ground in those types of turns. This ’rear lift effect’ does indeed happen in
karts as seen in figure 5 but it was thought that the mechanisms that produce this are not included
5

Figure 3: The total weight and weight shift during left handed turns of varying acceleration.

Figure 4: The individual wheel weights through left turns of varying acceleration.
in this model, namely the steering geometry. This means that the frame itself is designed to flex
and is contributor to that effect.
The rear lift effect is designed into the karts to compensate for the lack of a rear differential. In
a car, the rear differential allows the two rear wheels to spin at different speeds, something that is
required to drive around corners. On a kart, the two rear wheels are connected and must rotate at
the same speed. To keep the wheels from losing energy and hurting the handling of the kart, the
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Figure 5: The inside rear wheel is lifted to compansate for the lack of a differential.
inside rear wheel is lifted slightly off the track allowing it to rotate. In the process of modifying
a commercially available chassis to compete in the Grand Prix of BGSU, many teams have added
cross members to the rear of the chassis to accommodate a roll cage. These findings indicate that
doing so inhibits the natural motion of the chassis and compromises its performance.
Once the forces on the wheels are calculated, the required coefficient of friction can be estimated.
This is done by using vector addition to add the two horizontal forces into the required frictional
force, and dividing it by the vertical weight which is the normal force. Those calculations can be
seen in figure 6.
The rear wheel required coefficient of frictions look reasonable. The outside rear tire (RR) has a
steady increase in its frictional requirements as expected. In higher acceleration turns the required
coefficient of friction becomes greater than 1, implying that there is adhesion required to take these
types of turns. This indeed does happen with racing tires. During the first few laps of a run, the
driver must be careful because the tires have not warmed up yet, and the adhesion hasn’t come
into effect. The inside rear tire (LR) also looks reasonable. As it begins to lift up, its frictional
requirements grow quickly. During 0.8-0.9 g turns the tire has reached its maximum value for the
actual coefficient of friction and will begin sliding on the track until it is completely lifted. Again,
this is a desirable effect.
The issue with the required coefficient of friction is with the front wheels. On the graph it shows
that even when the kart is stationary (0 g turn) it requires a coefficient of friction of over 1.5. Even
with tire heating this value is unrealistic. Refining the model slightly improved this to a stationary
value of 1.3, but this is still unrealistic. At the time of writing, it is still unclear what is causing this
problem.
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Figure 6: The required coefficient of friction by each wheel in a left turn.

3.5

Right hand turns vs. Left hand turns

A selected few right hand turns were simulated to compare them with the left handed turns. To do
this the turn forces and accelerations were just reversed. In figure 7 the results of these simulations
are plotted with the left turn data.
project/pictures/individual-weights-left-and-right.jpg

Figure 7: A comparison of individual weights for both right and left hand turns.
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The right hand data is slightly different from the left hand turns, but it seems to follow the same
linear relationship. The biggest difference can be seen in the outside rear wheel in both types of
turns. The weight on the outside rear in the right hand turns is slightly lower than in the left hand
turns. This is representative of the fact that there is slightly more weight on the right hand side
and it doesn’t transfer as well to the left/outside in a right hand turn. This suggests that on a track
where the kart needs to turn equally well on both directions that the kart needs to be set up slightly
asymmetrically. This asymmetry is probably too small to be noticed by a driver, but options will
be discussed in the section on the next section.

3.6

Rear Track Width

On a kart there are several different things that can be adjusted to change the handling to suit the
course and the driver’s preference. Most lie outside the scope of this study, but two are explored,
the first of which is the rear track width, or simply the rear track. The rear track is a measure of
how far apart the rear wheels are. According to a chassis tuning text [3], moving the rear wheels
out, increasing the rear track, will loosen the kart up or move towards an oversteer condition. This
simply means that there is less friction force in the rear tires than the front, and the rear of the kart
tends to swing out in a turn.
For this set of simulations a set turn type was chosen, .5g’s to the left, and the position of the
rear tire nodes was varied. As seen in figure 8, the front wheels are generally unaffected by the
rear track as expected. The track also changes as expected with the weight on the outside rear tire
decreasing as the track width is increased. This weight acts is directly related to the normal force,
and thus there is less available frictional force in the rear of the kart. This change in weight can be
thought of as lengthening or shortening the lever arm of a system with a set torque. The longer the
lever arm, the less force needed to produce that torque.

Figure 8: The individual weights in a 0.5 g left hand turn while varying the rear track width
With the asymmetric response of the kart to turning left versus turning right, the track width can
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be varied to correct this. Either the left rear can be brought in, or the right rear can be moved out to
balance the kart. However, the current difference in outside weights in a .5 g turn is approximately
4 lbs, and according the data the rear track would have to be moved in an amount that couldn’t be
physically possible on the kart. Therefore, this technique to balance the kart is for fine tuning, and
ballast weight placement should be used for larger changes.

3.7

Driver Center of Mass

The other adjustment that can be made on the kart acting on the chassis flexure is varying the
driver’s center of mass (COM), which can simply be done by adjusting the seat in all six directions.
In particular this study will focus on the vertical position of the COM. Figure 9 shows that as the
COM is raised higher, the weight on the outside rear wheel is increased. This means that the kart
will tighten up or move towards an understeer condition, where the rear tires have more friction
than the front tires. In this case the rear tires overpower the front ones and ’push’ through a turn,
not letting the driver steer through the turn.

Figure 9: Varying the driver’s center of mass changes the how the weight transfers.

3.8

Experimental Testing

So far this has been all theoretical modeling, with the occasional tie to a physical effect. To really
explore the validity of this model, experimental tests must be conducted. The Quantum Racing kart
is equipped with a data acquisition system that can give rough measurements to establish at least
a range of values. Of interest, the system can measure the lateral acceleration and the approximate
wheel speed of the kart. Indirectly what can be measured is a rough coefficient of friction for the
kart in general. This is done through a skid pad test where the kart is driven in a defined circle
increasing the speed until the kart skids out. Measuring the acceleration at the point immediately
before the skid can lead to a lower bound on the coefficient of friction.
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Due to weather and time constraints within the Grand Prix season this test was only attempted
once. Due to many reasons within that test session itself including the track surface being rough
and technical difficulties with the IR beacons, the test was not successful. There are plans to try
the experiment again in the future.

4
4.1

Axle Flexure
Introduction

In the 2006 Grand Prix of BGSU three of the six competing karts had mechanical failures involving
their drive chains derailing. It is thought that axle flexure may have played a role in those events.
This part of the study is aimed at seeing what kind of conditions would be necessary for the axle to
flex enough to tilt the sprocket out of alignment as seen in figure 10. For this a model was constructed
in VisualFEA program [4] and the forces on the axle were varied. Ideally the chassis model would
provide approximate forces on the axle, but extracting that information proved difficult. Therefore
conditions were varied to match the rear tire forces on the chassis model.

Figure 10: An over-exaggeration of the axle (grey) flexing and causing the sprocket (red) to be tilted
out of alignmentby and angle θ. The large dots are indicating the sprocket, frame bearing, and wheel
nodes from left to right respectively.

4.2

Data and Interpretation

Calculations show that in a 1 g turn, the axle would deflect the sprocket .05 deg from the vertical
(θ=0.05). Assuming the largest sprocket radius used by Quantum Racing of 4.067 in, it would deflect
the top of the sprocket .004 in. out of alignment. This is smaller than the gap allowed between the
sprocket and the chain meaning that axle flexure alone is not responsible. While these are rough
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calculations, the angle of deflection of the sprocket node in these calculations, is comparable to the
angle of deflection of neighboring nodes in the chassis model.
It is worth while noting that since the 2006 season Quantum Racing has installed a sprocket
guard to help keep the chain on the sprocket. After running many laps in the 2007 season, not once
did the chain derail, nor were there any markings on the sprocket guard to indicate that the chain
was even trying to derail. Changes made to the kart and possible reasons for this good fortune are
under investigation.
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